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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable; the D2.5 Citizen Data Toolkit, is aimed at providing a concise set of tools to feed the
concept of the Network of Open Data Labs (NOODL.eu) beyond the current Open4Citizens funding
period, as described e.g. in D4.4 Open4Citizens Scenarios and the D4.10 Open4Citizens Business
Models & Sustainability Plans. A key motivation for such Network of Open Data Labs is to continue to
empower citizens alike through inviting innovation from open data; through facilitating
collaborations, supporting a continual generation of added societal value as well as pushing for the
improvement of the data literacy of citizens.
The Citizen Data Toolkit forms an integral part of the Network of Open Data Labs and it is a key
inventory to be provided at all local instantiations of the network. Thus, the main contribution of this
deliverable is the actual updated and curated version of all the various tools we have iterated in the
course of the project: the actual PDF file in Annex A as a final product in itself.
The toolkit in this final version integrates and is the result of the project’s learnings about methods
and practices surrounding innovating with open data. It is the result of experiences documented
throughout deliverables such as the D2.4 The Preliminary Hackathon Starter Kit and the D2.3 The
Design Case Studies Report -- as well as through diverse hackathon experiences across all pilots
(captured in D3.2 Data Mapping and Integration, D3.4 First Hackathon Report and D3.5 The Final
Hackathon Report) - as well as reflected in the Work Package 4 evaluation tasks along the way.
The Citizen Data Toolkit consists of booklets and card decks that tackle the main parts of the data
workflow, enabling citizens to learn about data by doing, as well as enabling designers to bring data
into their design process. While toolkits are widespread within service design and innovation;
compared to already existing toolkits, the Citizen Data Toolkit is novel as it combines design thinking
and data thinking. As such it is an O4C key contribution to the state-of-the-art. The toolkit goes
beyond a superficial understanding of data and provides guidelines for non-experts to operationalize
open data. The visual identity complies to that of the NOODL Network and will be an integral part of
the NOODL website1. It will be publicly downloadable and licensed by Creative Commons – because
we envisage the toolkit to evolve over time based on the learnings of its users, tailoring it to new
domains, new local contexts, new languages, new demographics and so forth.
In this deliverable we first present a few selected glimpses to sketch the toolkit journey and situate
the final toolkit as the culmination of numerous efforts. Following this we describe the complete
toolkit and close the deliverable with conclusions and outlook towards the future.

1

https://www.noodl.eu
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2 Introduction
2.1

Purpose of the document

The main contribution of this D2.5 Citizen Data Toolkit deliverable is the actual finalization of the
Citizen Data Toolkit provided in Annex A as a PDF. The refinement and curation of that compilation is
the main purpose and result – bringing together lessons learned from all prior iterations and
experimentations.
To set the frame for this particular set of tools as the final culmination and recommendations, we
bring forth also a few glimpses to recap and convey the ‘toolkit journey’ that has been underway
throughout the entire O4C project timespan.

2.2

Audience for the deliverable

The main audience for this deliverable is the European Commission as we set a frame that
summarizes how numerous project activities, tasks and deliverables have provided the scene for
defining, refining and developing the Citizen Data Toolkit.
However, the Citizen Data Toolkit is a contribution to different audiences: academics, data activists,
social innovators and design professionals eager to explore current approaches for design
experiments that draw on publicly available and open data.
Regarding the actual ‘product’; the toolkit itself, the audience incorporates specifically also those
facilitators, lab managers, citizens, librarians, public authorities, NGO representatives or entirely
different entities that will inhabit and join the local Open Data Labs in the future NOODL.

2.3

Relations to other deliverables

As we detail in Section 3, this toolkit and the current deliverable is the result of experiences that
began already in the D2.2. Literature Review and Field Studies Report. Valuable groundwork also
was documented in D2.4 The Preliminary Hackathon Starter Kit as well as through diverse
hackathon experiences across all pilots (captured in D3.2 Data Mapping and Integration, D3.4 The
First Hackathon Report and D3.5 The Final Hackathon Report) - as well as reflected in Work Package
4 evaluation tasks along the way.
An important precursor and ‘stepping stone’ for the final toolkit was also the D2.3 The Design Case
Studies Report, as the PhD research undertaken at TUD in crucial ways have led the integration of
citizen-oriented design and data practices.
Mapping the Citizen Data Toolkit among the final deliverables handed over at the end of the project,
it deserves mention how the proposed set of tools in this toolkit works as a concrete inventory to
push and promote through the development of the Network of Open Data Labs (NOODL.eu) beyond
the current Open4Citizens project’s timespan. As such the deliverable - or the toolkit as an endproduct – is part of the backbone of what we describe e.g. in D4.4 Open4Citizens Scenarios and the
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D4.10 Open4Citizens Business Models & Sustainability Plans. Likewise, the toolkit supplements the
recommendations given in the D2.1 Best Practices.

3 Toolkit journey and process reflections
In this section we highlight a few steps on the way towards the development of the current Citizen
Data Toolkit. Supplementing other related deliverables, we briefly map out the journey that defines
the current version of the toolkit.
All the tools and iterations developed along the way have continuously been made available for all
pilot teams to use in local pilot activities and in the Open4Citizens hackathon processes (spanning
also pre-hack and post-hack phase activities). The degree to which each tools have been used,
nevertheless vary as we have left it to the priority and discretion of the local pilot team which tools
to give priority. The diverse nature of the five O4C pilots has meant that their use of the available
toolkit elements always should be tailor-made and adapted to the needs of the O4C team on local
ground. Actual tool-use has therefore varied from context to context, depending on available
resources (including people, facilitators skills, datasets), types of stakeholders involved (e.g. data
literacy level of facilitators and participants, data owners’ availability), time available for the
hackathon event itself, and preparations carried out before the event (including use of specific tools
by the O4C pilot team, event facilitators and participants).
While developing the different iterations, Antropologerne has brought a design anthropology
perspective to the process tools in particular, TU Delft has brought a service- and process design
perspective to the data tools in particular, and Dataproces has brought a primarily back-end interface
development approach, complemented with user-interface (UI) and user-experience (UX) skills.
Working together and with the other members of the consortium, all partners have contributed
perspectives, expertise and experience to the development of an all-round, fit-for-purpose toolkit.
In particular, two strands of activities have given shape to the current version of the toolkit, namely
the process of making what is labelled the Hackathon Starter Kit – now mostly referred to as process
tools – (primarily developed by consortium partner Antropologerne), and the process of providing
Data tools for use of data in a creative process (primarily developed by consortium partner TU Delft),
focused on the exploration of data. In the following subsections, we recap a few steps along the way.

3.1

‘Hackathon Starter Kit’ enabling citizen co-creation and data curiosity

Developed at the early stage of the project, the first version of the Starter kit (see Figure 1 for
overview) aimed to lower the entry barrier for ‘ordinary citizens’ as participants in the hackathons;
enabling any citizen to join in the intense co-design process and becoming curious about open data.
Furthermore, the journey of the hackathon starter kit, provided a shared framework across pilot
teams to set a shared but varying frame for the diverse local hackathon activities in the 1 st cycle of
events. The compilation of suggested tools also worked overall as a visual guide for the O4C teams
running the hackathons by allowing the teams of consortium partners and their collaborators to see
at a glance where in the hackathon process individual teams were working (- or stuck!).
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Throughout the project, all pilots have been free to supplement, replace or modify the starter kit
tools as they saw fit. In particular, as we always knew further developments and experimentation
were welcome and needed.

Figure 1. The Journey and overview of the first Hackathon Starter Kit developed in D2.4 (for more extensive
details we refer to this deliverable).

3.2

Iterating a second version of the Hackathon Starter Kit

After the full round of hackathon processes at all pilot locations, everywhere in the project we
geared up for the most interesting 2nd cycle of events. In a similar vein, the first iteration of the
starter kit, presented in deliverable D2.4 Preliminary Hackathon Starter Kit (delivered in M6, May
2016), has been refined based on pilots’ feedback as part of the evaluation of the hackathon process.
This included independent reflections by the pilot teams in a reporting template and questionnaire,
semi-structured discussions with individual pilot led by Antropologerne and additional reflection on
participation and observation at the second cycle of hackathons by Antropologerne. For this
evaluation read more in detail in deliverables D4.1 Evaluation Framework (delivered in M6, June
2016) and D4.2 Data Collection and Interpretation (delivered in M29, May 2018).
Although not all pilots used the same tools equally extensive; inspiration on usage and shared
ideation on what works the better have continued to inspire pilot teams across.
Already from the first iterations of the process tools (preliminary hackathon starter kit), inspiration
came from adapting existing canvases and tools used for design, innovation and co-creation. In
developing the second iteration of the tools, we have additionally been inspired by Myers et al.’s
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(1999) as they discuss the need for unified design principles for user interface software tools. We
have looked at the full O4C toolkit through the lens of four themes in Human Computer interaction
tool evaluation in order to create a citizen data toolkit that best supports the needs of O4C-style
hackathons and other forms of engagement in OpenDataLabs. I.e. it should: 1) have a low threshold
(for adoption by anyone wanting to use it) and a high ceiling (for what can be achieved with it); 2)
have a clear path of least resistance (making it obvious which elements in the toolkit can be used
when in an innovation process) 3) be predictable (such that the use context of different tools is clear)
and; 4) accommodate moving targets (so that it remains obvious to those using it what its purpose is
and the value gained from using it, even if the context or desired innovation output changes).
Applying these themes to reflections on the first hackathon cycle toolkit, we continued to update and
make shifts preparing for the 2nd hackathon cycle. This melded into 4 design-principles as navigation
points in particular related to reflections about formats/layout and the extent to which they should
remain printable and physical and/or should be incorporated into the O4C platform in digital form.
For the Starter Kit process tools, we aimed for them to be: 1) Data-focused – to improve the
participants understanding of the potential of open data; 2) Simple – to provide the participants with
a smooth and autonomous user experience; 3) Flexible – to motivate participants with different
competencies to use them and tools that can be fitted to the use context; and 4) Valuable – to
present the participants with the clear purpose and valuable outcome of applying the tool.
To exemplify a few of the changes made along the way, below we highlight some of the changes that
occurred from the 1st version into the 2nd update, see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Images of different versions of ‘Need Definition tools/worksheets’ of what have now been updated
to a newer version in the Citizen Data Toolkit (see also section 4.2.2 Need Definition Worksheet).
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From the early start of the project we iterated two ‘need definition’ tools in the shape of worksheets
all aimed to allow participants in activities to begin to think the definition of a need or a concrete
challenge from the perspective of particular users, their needs and in the shape of a generative
opportunity question. In the figure above, the version A and B was used during the 1st cycle of
hackathons (Autumn 2016), whereas the version C, was the version developed into the 2nd cycle of
hackathons (Autumn 2017). See also how this has developed into the Citizen Data Toolkit as the
Need Definition Worksheet (section 4.2.2. below).
Similarly what began in the early versions as the “Open data Introduction Booklet” in the 1st cycle,
became a set of A5 sized “Open Data Cards” introducing ways of understanding Open Data in the 2nd
cycle. Recently, in the Citizen Data Toolkit update, these have shifted entirely and the open data
introductions are dispersed and further developed in the booklets and cards of the Citizen Data
Toolkit as a whole (as shown in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Open Data Introduction Booklet used in the 1st cycle (left), foldable A4-sized cards used in the 2nd
cycle of events (right). These tools were iterated towards more hands-on work with data in the Citizen Data
Toolkit.
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Figure 4. Image of the PowerPoint A3 printable early version of the ‘Data Potential Formula’.

In sum, during the refinement of the ‘hackathon starter kit’ tools it became more and more obvious
that these worked as the framing “process tools” and that the ‘placeholder’ for working with data:
e.g. the tool initially labelled “Data Potential Formula” (see Figure 4) and the Open Data
Introductions needed to be much more elaborated; a process synchronically already underway led
primarily by the research at TUD; in the process of expanding a set of tools, that support data
exploration, as part of a hackathon or any other separate event.

3.3

Data tool iterations, experimentation and workshops on designing with data

Beyond the tools exemplified in the above, the Data tools have been developed through testing and
experimentation based at TU Delft, as described in D2.3 Design Case Studies Report (delivered in
M24, December 2017). This deliverable compiled some of the learning and reflection that played out
during the various design experimentations that have been conducted within the Open4Citizens
project. As such at least four case studies have been undertaken within design education to support
the development of the Open4Citizens methodology as well as the continual refinement of tools and
methods. These case studies have been instrumental as we have explored the landscape of nonexperts (e.g., citizens or design students) gain data skills and put such newly acquired insights into
practice towards extracting value out of publicly available data.
The data tool iterations have primarily been conducted by and at TU Delft, in collaboration with
partners at Aalborg University as well as through continual meetings and discussions with
Antropologerne and Dataproces; while iterating on the tools and techniques.
Similarly, these experiments have also fuelled the production of several research outputs discussing
the possibilities of designing with use of (open) data (Kun et al., 2018a; Kun et al., 2018b). The
process of design experimentation through workshops and iteration have in crucial ways informed
the final version of the Citizen Data Toolkit to be detailed in the following sections.
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4 Citizen Data Toolkit
The culmination of all the efforts sketched in the above, have led to the Citizen Data Toolkit in its
final iteration. It is the result of all the multiple tool approaches we have explored in the
Open4Citizens project and it incorporates key elements that can easily be appropriated and adapted
by new NOODL members or other individuals and organisations wishing to use the O4C methodology
for working with open data and societal challenges.
The D2.4 Hackathon Starter Kit was the base of what is now titled “Hackathon Process Tools” – a set
of tools that support the conduction of hackathons based on co-design methodologies. All learnings
and insights gained during the numerous hackathon processes organised across pilot locations feed
the curation and selection of the current toolkit. In the D2.3 Design Case Studies report, we
presented the Data Tools and the series of workshops carried out on designing with data; all of which
have now evolved and extended into this current Citizen Data Toolkit.
Overall, the Citizen Data Toolkit consist of booklets and card decks that tackle the main parts of the
data workflow, enabling citizens to learn about data by doing, as well as enabling designers to bring
data into their design process.
The toolkit in itself is the core of this deliverable; it is compiled in the accompanying appendix,
attached at the end of the document. For the convenience of the reader, below we bring a detailed
description of the tools and the guiding design principles informing them.

4.1

Design language

For the Citizen Data Toolkit, we decided to use a simple design system accommodating all our
different tools. As open-ended use and non-compulsory prescription of following methods is a core
design principle in our approach, we went with the following tool-types as a design language:
● Booklets: 8-page booklets are a concise format to capture essential knowledge without
becoming too lengthy and thus un-skimmable. It does not provide textbook amount of
knowledge, but the aim is to force the person designing the booklet to keep it to the point,
and this also protects the reader’s experience.
● Worksheets: A3-sized worksheets are a format familiar to many from the “Business Model
Canvas”2. A typical worksheet contains a simple set of instructions and formats such as
quadrants, post-it placeholders and similar: Simple graphical elements, that could be easily
reproduced in a facilitated session without the worksheet as well, however helps data
novices to keep an open-ended structure around the given worksheet’s focal points.
● Card decks: Card decks are common design tools, primarily due the open-endedness that
cards enable in the design process. We used the card deck format to establish a template
which can be extended with new cards for different problem areas.

2

https://strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
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Our aim was also to define a design language that can be easily reproduced (printed, photocopied,
etc.) with common printers. The main additional materials beyond the tools are markers, pens, postits, large-sized paper sheets and tapes to hang papers on walls – these are common in co-design
toolboxes and easily sourced from stationary shops.

4.2

Design principles

We elaborated on the common design principles in two scientific publications (Kun et al., 2018a; Kun
et al., 2018b). Revising related work and previous workshops (reported in D2.3) we held, the
following design principles for data design tools were concluded:
● Data design tools should be open-ended; data can come in various shapes, formats, and
topics, and the tools need to accommodate for this broad variety.
● Data design tools should integrate into a generic design process; the design process differs
from person to person, thus the tools need to be familiar for designers and compatible with
mainstream design tools.
● Data design tools should serve hands-on doing with data; as opposed to tools made for
learning, the designed tools shall be used in real design situations.
● Data design tools should support exploration; analytics tools for data, support the process of
deducting/inducting insights from data, but what designers need are support to find
inspiration.
● Data design tools should generate outcomes that are valuable for the design process; the
tools need to take real input into account (instead of requiring an over-abstracted input), and
generate outcomes that can be actionable in the design process.
● Data design tools should help navigating through the complex world of data and data
techniques; data has been black-boxed for designers, and the early learning curve is
daunting. Thus, tools should help the early phase, showing designers a clear path to follow.

4.3

Data tools

The data tools presented below are the tools to ease the learning curve of gaining data
competencies, specifically with the design and innovation process and designers’ average experience
with data in mind. The data tools are aimed to enable and establish non-expert data exploration
situations, where an already acquired dataset (such as downloaded open data from an online
repository) can be explored towards insights and inspiration to be channelled into a design process.
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4.3.1 Working with data 101 booklet
The Working with data booklet (see Figure 5) is based on our learnings from the series of case studies
reported in D2.3 Design Case Studies Report. In these case studies, we recognized recurring barriers
participants have when facing a dataset. For the Working with data booklet, we developed little
tutorials addressing these barriers. Such as, opening a Comma-Separated Value formatted dataset
(which is the most common format how open data is found publicly) needs some functions (text-tocolumn) to handle it similarly as an Excel Spreadsheet formatted file.

Figure 5. Working with data booklet.
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4.3.2 Questions for data booklet
The Questions for data booklet (see Figure 6) addresses the situation when the people involved in
the data exploration moment get stuck. The booklet contains triggering questions that suggest
potential next steps to move forward. The questions address various steps of the process, from
extracting insights to visualizing the data.

Figure 6. Questions for data booklet.
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4.3.3 Open data and finding data guide booklet
The Open data and finding data guide booklet (see Figure 7) is aimed at both data exploring people
as well as facilitators of data exploring sessions. The booklet both covers basics about data, based on
common cases how someone would find open data publicly on the internet. Little descriptions
discuss the basic types of data and more advanced ways to collect data from the internet.

Figure 7. Open data and finding data guide booklet.
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4.3.4 Data curation for hackathons booklet
The Data curation for hackathons booklet (see Figure 8) is based on an approach used in the second
cycle Rotterdam hackathon – using a data booklet to “put the data on the table” – lowering the
threshold data exploring people face to see what is inside a dataset. This approach works in
situations when data curation is feasible, thus the target is the people that facilitate data exploration
settings. The booklet is a step-by-step guide how to create a data booklet, with tips based on our
earlier experiences.

Figure 8. Data curation for hackathons booklet.
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4.3.5 Data basics and techniques card decks
The Data basics and techniques card decks (see Figure 9) are design cards to be used in a design
process. They cover basic types of data most commonly one can find in public data sources, as well as
the most common techniques that can kick-off a data exploration process. However, the aim is to
tailor the card decks to given contexts (such as a facilitated data exploration session supported by a
data curation process as well – see previously). The card decks are open-ended in use, but suggested
method of use could be for reverse engineering existing data apps/services. In this mode, the cards
are used to disassemble how the analysed digital service works. Another mode is forced pairing,
when the cards are used to forcefully create pairs and in that way foster the generation of new ideas
and opening up the design space.

Figure 9. Basic data types (left) and Data techniques (right) card decks.
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4.4

Hackathon Process Tools

The hackathon process tools are based on our experiences of the over 10 hackathons the
Open4Citizens consortium hosted. As hackathons were a primary pillar of the Open4Citizens
methodology, the NOODL is expected to carry-on with the O4C-flavored hackathons in the future.
Thus, the toolkit contains tools to directly guide such events. These tools are based on common
techniques from service design and co-design. It is left open-ended how to combine in the data
exploration processes encapsulated in the data tools (previous section). It is left for the event
facilitators to combine them together, as in practice they might work in parallel.
While the hackathon process tools capture a linear process, we acknowledge that the process is
actually rarely linear, and rarely stops at the end of the event.
4.4.1 Hackathon process guide booklet
The Hackathon process guide booklet (see Figure 10) is a guiding booklet of the different hackathon
process tools. The booklet provides additional explanation of the tools, given our earlier experiences
with participants that are unfamiliar with the given techniques, and are afraid of committing to the
process.

Figure 10. Hackathon Process guide booklet.
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4.4.2 Need definition worksheet
The Need definition worksheet (see Figure 11) is the tool to capture a hackathon team’s problem
space around addressed challenge, user needs and opportunities. While working with the worksheet,
a rich conversation happens, where the conversation can be captured around these three
dimensions. The outcome of the conversation should be the definition of a data innovation question
which will lead the upcoming steps.

Figure 11. Need definition worksheet.

4.4.3 Brainstorming worksheets
The Brainstorming worksheets (see Figure 12) guide through a common ideation process: first
defining the starting point (this can be taken from the Need definition worksheet), and then iterating
on it. Now the diverging phase follows, where a large set of ideas are generated, without filtering, to
address the certain innovation question. The process here aims to flush out a lot of ideas, when the
first rounds of ideas will be what people trivially think as a solution. But as the process moves on, it
becomes harder and harder to bring up new ideas, and the less trivial solutions start to surface. In
parallel, people get inspired from the ideas of others, feeding the creativity of the group. The
following step from this is to converge; cluster the large set of generated ideas with certain lenses
(such as feasibility and data-centricity of the idea). Based on a simple quadrant sorting, preferred
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ideas emerge that are based on the given dimensions are better than the rest. The final step of the
brainstorming is to choose one idea and describe it.
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Figure 12. Brainstorming worksheets.
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4.4.4 Scenario design worksheets
The Scenario design worksheets (see Figure 13) are aimed to better envision the idea that was the
outcome of the Brainstorming activity. The scenario design process starts with explaining the
challenge more in detail. This is revisiting the conversations in the Need definition stage, but with a
new understanding of the problem. The next step is to describe the ideal scenario, which is forcing
the hackathon team to make decisions and ground the idea in reality, leaving less and less things up
for imagination. The final step is on the practical aspects: what are the potential next steps (after the
hackathon event) to be taken as follow-up.
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Figure 13. Scenario design worksheets.
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4.4.5 Prototype planning worksheets
The Prototype planning worksheets (see Figure 14) address additional aspects to make the solution
more grounded and defined. Around this stage, the hackathon team is expected to prototype the
envisioned scenario, and the prototype planning worksheets guide the prototyping process.
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Figure 14. Prototype planning worksheets.

4.4.6 Pitching worksheets
Many hackathons end with a pitch or presentation about the different projects, and the Pitching
worksheet (see Figure 15) supports preparing for this. The different aspects covered address
important characteristics to present. Furthermore, additional considerations can be added, such as a
catchy opening or an icebreaker.
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Figure 15. Pitching worksheets.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
The current document presented a main outcome of the Open4Citizens project, the Citizen Data
Toolkit. The toolkit ties together the Open4Citizens’ consortium know-how gained during the project,
especially from Work Package 2 (“Open4Citizens methodology and citizen tools development”). The
toolkit’s format follows other design tools, and is aimed at supporting a typical design or learning
process.
Since the beginning of the project, the Open4Citizens consortium relied on the partners’ disciplinary
grounds, especially in design (service design, participatory design, social innovation) and extensive
experience in hackathons and technology. Based on these starting points, we used the Open4Citizens
project to experiment with methodological innovation at the intersections of design, innovation,
hackathons and data. Whilst these fields have had solidified tools, know-how and practices on their
own prior the beginning of the project, the intersection of them had been explored only in abstract
or superficial ways. We approached our first round of hackathons with tools borrowed from service
design, but with a focus on combining challenges, people and data in the pressure cooker
environment of a hackathon. We further experimented throughout data workshops to create the
data tools, and to learn more about hands-on ways for people to gain data competencies that could
be used in the hackathons. In the second round of hackathons we continued such learning process,
also focusing on how those tools could support innovation.
Seen from one of the perspectives indicated in D1.5, the toolkit is part of the process of
infrastructuring that will create new communities of practices around open data (see D1.5 Concept
Definition, p15). The toolkit, indeed is supporting the process of design in a participatory context. It
is worth noticing however, that some elements of the toolkit are also a good resource for individual
learning in the process of designing with data. The toolkit is essential for the creation of new
practices for designing with open data. It can become a catalyser for socialising such practices and for
defining communities that collaboratively develop a new culture of working with data.
More generally, the toolkit contributes to bringing data into processes of service design, participatory
design and social innovation. An evidence of contributing to the state-of-the-art of data design tools
is the number of scientific output that resulted from this work (as reported in D5.7 Publications
Report).
For the future, the toolkit is going to grow as part of the Network of Open Data Labs. As an integral
part of the NOODL approach. The toolkit will be useful to inform the design and open data activist
communities about NOODL. For this reason the team has elaborated the toolkit as a self-standing
booklet, to support any further initiatives by anyone interested in working with open data.
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7 Annex A
The following part of the deliverable is the complete version of the Citizen Data Toolkit.
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DATA
TOOLKIT
A toolkit to combine data thinking and
design thinking and to fuel innovation
with data.
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WORKING WITH
DATA 101

HOW TO OPEN
A CSV FILE?

What can happen after you
open dataset?

CSV stands for comma-separated values. That means,
commas are used to separate the different data cells.

TEXT-TOCOLUMNS FOR
SPLITTING
You might find cells, that have a list of content, such as:

AN EXAMPLE:
”colour”,”condition”,”item”,”category”,”diameter (mm)”
”price per unit (AUD)”
”white”,”used”,”ball”,”golf”,43,0.5

The first row is the header, and the second (and following)
are the actual data.
In Excel, you need the function “Text to columns” to open a
CSV. You can find it in “Data”.

cross-cultural research | eco-design | design methods |
household routines | product development | sustainability |
user-centered design

MINDSETS #1

MINDSETS #2

OpenRefine is more powerful than Excel for many types of
data operations.

LOOKING AT THE WORLD AS A SOURCE OF DATA

ITERATE YOUR HYPOTHESIS/QUESTION

You can also split cells
into several columns.

IT’S ABOUT PROBLEM SOLVING

Clean up typos with Cluster and edit:

And filter, sort, remove duplicates, combine, transpose columns to rows (and vica versa)...

Using data techniques is all about problem solving! Think of
puzzles (like sudoku) appearing continuously on your journey.
How to collect data about a certain phenomenon? What kind
of a hack could lead to solve your next step?

When you start to make sense of the data, there are a few steps
to get familiar with the data.
In practice, this starts with looking around,
trying to make sense of what is in the dataset.
OVERVIEW:

To zoom in to different aspects,
sorting can help. When you know what is in and what is out,
filtering can help in removing the uninteresting parts.
ZOOM AND FILTER:

Such lists within a cell can be split into columns with the
“Text to columns” function from earlier. Just set “|” (called
“pipe”) or another character as a delimiter.

OPENREFINE

You can use data techniques to understand all sort of phenomena of everyday life, and to find patterns that would be
harder to grasp otherwise.

BASIC
OPERATIONS

Working with data is an iterative process around having an
idea (formulating a hypothesis), checking the idea (testing the
hypothesis), revising the idea (modifying the hypothesis).
COMPUTER DO – HUMAN THINK

Working with data happens with computers, but you provide
the brainpower. Computers are handy as tools, but in the end
you are the one who makes sense of the data.

THIS BOOKLET IS PART OF
THE CITIZEN DATA TOOLKIT.

QUESTIONS
FOR DATA
When you are stuck, or looking for an
idea what to do with your data

VISUALIZATION

WHAT
DOES THIS
VISUALIZATION
TELL?
IS THIS A GOOD
WAY TO TELL
THE STORY
I WANT TO
TELL?

INSIGHT

WHAT DO I SEE
HERE?
EVERYTHING
AS EXPECTED?

TRANSFORMATION

CAN I FILTER
THE DATASET
TO FOCUS
ON WHAT IS
IMPORTANT?
CAN I ZOOM
IN ON SOME
SPECIFIC
DETAILS?

INSIGHT

HOW DOES
THIS RELATE
TO OTHER
MEASURES
AND OTHER
VARIABLES?

INSIGHT

ANYTHING
THAT SEEMS
TO BE A
PATTERN?
ANYTHING
THAT STANDS
OUT?

TRANSFORMATION

WOULD
COMBINING
MULTIPLE
VARIABLES
MAKE THE
DATA MORE
MEANINGFUL?

THIS BOOKLET IS PART OF
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OPEN DATA
AND FINDING
DATA GUIDE
What is data, and three ways to find
data for a data innovation problem

COMMON DATA
FORMAT - CSV

WHAT IS DATA
ACTUALLY?

TYPES OF
DATA

Machines can read structured data. By structuring data we
will transform data to information and then to knowledge,
which is the valuable outcome we aim for when working with
data.

Data is everywhere. Every object has a lot of data attached to
it.

There are many ways to categorize data, depending on the
context.

→ Data is a value assigned to a thing.

→ Two major categories of data are

The data needs to be defined in a format computers can read
and transform the different information into knowledge.
Commonly, data comes in Comma-separated value (.CSV)
format. It is like an Excel spreadsheet, but simpler. In a raw
format, it looks like this:
Class,Survival,Name,Gender,Age group,Age,Siblings / Spouse
aboard,Parents / Children aboard,Ticket number,Fare,Fare
group,Cabin,Port of Embarkation,Boat,Destination
1,yes,“Allen, Miss. Elisabeth Walton“,female,20 29,29,0,0,24160,211.3375,210,B5,Southampton,2,“St Louis, MO“
1,yes,“Allison, Master. Hudson Trevor“,male,0 - 9,0.9167,1,2,113781,151.55,
150,C22 C26,Southampton,11,“Montreal, PQ / Chesterville, ON“
1,no,“Allison, Miss. Helen Loraine“,female,0 9,2,1,2,113781,151.55,150,C22 C26,Southampton,,“Montreal, PQ /
Chesterville, ON“
1,no,“Allison, Mr. Hudson Joshua Creighton“,male,30 39,30,1,2,113781,151.55,150,C22 C26,Southampton,,“Montreal, PQ /
Chesterville, ON“

It is hard to read for humans, but any spreadsheet software
(Excel, Google Spreadsheets, etc.) can open it nicely. You can
find more information about it in the Working with Data 101
booklet.

→ Data is attached to you, too: You

have a name (most people have given
and family names), a date of birth,
weight, height, nationality etc. All these
things are data.
Data is everywhere. Every object has a lot of data attached to
it. Golf balls are an example of data: one of the first data points
we have is that they are used for golf. Golf is a category of
sport, so this helps us to put the ball in a taxonomy. But there
is more to them. We have the color: “white”, the condition
“used”. They all have a size, there is a certain number of them
and they probably have some monetary value, and so on. Even
unremarkable objects have a lot of data attached to them, but it
is different types of data.

FINDING OPEN
DATA

SCRAPING
DATA

RETRIEVE
FROM AN API

There is a lot of open data you can find publicly, but finding
where they are might be less trivial. Depending on your
problem area, good starting points are your municipality’s data
portal, or looking for a national or regional institutions. It may
differ from country to country, but there are statistics offices
and institutions focused on weather, healthcare, economics,
etc., that handle open data. Typically, identifying these
different resources takes a couple of hours and some browsing
on the internet. Hint: when you find something promising,
make a note! Enlisting open data sources that you found after
hours of search will save time the next time!

Most of the texts, images you see on a website can be
downloaded to your computer. Most often, interesting data is
shown on a website in a structured way, such as in a table.

Application programming interfaces (APIs) are the primarily
means how digital services communicate to each other.

→ You can also search for CSV (Comma Separated Values)
files on Google by typing +filetype:csv in the search bar.

There are also newer data platforms, such as data.world, that
are primarily aimed to support collaboration over datasets,
but people also use it for uploading open data. It’s unlikely
you find locally relevant data (unless you are from an Englishspeaking country), but often able to find data on global
phenomena.

→ Scraping is the process of extracting data in machine-

readable formats from non-pure data sources. E.g.: web pages
or PDF documents.
Capturing data in a structured way is called scraping. During
scraping, a simple computer program runs on a website, and
it will automatically go through each interesting element of
the website and put it in a database (a simple database is a
.csv or .xls table). While scrapers are typically coded in a
programming environment (such as using Scrapy in Python),
there are tools for web browsers that are accessible for people
without programming skills. For example Webscraper.io is
very capable for general open data capture.
Please note, that scraping is downloading data from thirdparty websites, and there are terms and conditions, copyright
and privacy issues involved. Do consider that when scraping
data, use it only for research or remove personal details!

qualitative and quantitative data

Qualitative data is everything that refers to the quality of
something. A description of colors, texture and feel of an
object and a description of experiences are all qualitative data.
Interview snippets, what people say on Twitter, pictures posted
on Instagram are qualitative data.
Quantitative data is data that refers to a number. E.g. the
number of golf balls, the size, the price, a score in a game, etc.
A lot of open data are statistics, budget and so forth; these are
typically quantitative data.
There are additional categories that you can find in the Basics
of data card deck!

For example, in order to access weather data, you can ask
Openweathermap about current, past or predicted weather on
a certain location. You query APIs in programmatic ways, but
it also means that you can automate it; such as capturing the
weather data for a month three years ago for a certain location,
with just one command.
If you are unable to program, APIs will be not where you start.
However, if you know basic programming, you can try to find
APIs and use them to export data into databases (or simple
csv files). Through APIs you can typically access very large
datasets, so it is quite typical to capture only a snapshot of
time, and explore that first, before you refine your questions.
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DATA
CURATION FOR
HACKATHONS
Guide to bring data into hackathons
and other design setups

SIMPLE DATA
CURATION

STEP 1 SHORTLISTING

STEP 2 ACQUISITION

It is important to keep in mind, that everyone has different
data competencies. In conducting data events with all sorts of
people, it is beneficial to let everybody be able to look at the
data and make sense of it together.

Shortlist the datasets that are important for the problem area.
It all depends on the size of the dataset and how wide area it
covers, but typically 1 to 3 datasets are enough to start with.

If the datasets are downloadable files (e.g., .csv or .xls), then
download it. If they are datasets that are only accessible
through an already existing platform, then there is no need to
download the data, but to help people in accessing it as easily
as possible.

→ The aim: “Put the data on the table”
Under this, we mean that the dataset is processed by you and
aim to give an introduction to the dataset for your participants.
We suggest to create a “data booklet”, but you can pick any
format that suits you. A data booklet can consist of simple
visualizations from the dataset, preliminary number crunching
(basic statistical descriptors, etc.), tutorials to master an online
data dashboard, and so on; depends on your given dataset and
problem area.
Following this principle will help your event flows not to be
broken by people stuck behind screens, will make the data
tangible for everybody and make it easier to discuss on a
concrete level. A booklet will also serve as a teaser if someone
would like to dig deeper into an area.

For example, for a hackathon on challenges concerning urban
space and health, we shortlisted two extensive sources of data:
1) Data portal of the national health institute: on this data
portal, all sorts of data is available per city area, with
historical data - a goldmine to learn in detail about different
health issues and phenomenon.
2) Qualitative dataset from a large-scale open-ended data
collection conducted by the local municipality. The data for
the dataset was collected over months in various ways, on
probing citizens about their dream for their city in 20 years, in
topics such as sustainability, transport or education.

For our 1) health data, we already had the data available
publicly, with an online dashboard to explore the data.
However, this online dashboard had a steep learning curve, so
only the data experts of the health institute were using it.
For the 2) dataset from the local municipality, we got the data
from the business innovation officers of the municipality.
After receiving the raw dataset, we spent quite some time to
clean the data and make it digestible for others too.

None of these datasets addressed a specific question, but could
serve as sources of information and inspiration. The aim is to
explore it!

STEP 3 EXPLORATION

STEP 4 - MAKE
IT USABLE

STEP 5 GOODIES

Now comes the creative part: what kind of explorations one
could do with this dataset? What might be interesting? What
are the easy ways to look at it? When you have a few ideas, it’s
time to turn these into visualizations!

When the data is accessible online, probably there is some
visualization option there as well. In this case, probably
a tutorial can be included in the booklet, to help people’s
working with the data.

When the booklet is getting complete, there are still ways to
make it even nicer. You can always add more to the booklet,
such as putting a face book of people of your event and who
knows which dataset or data tool. Such gimmicks make your
event participants more welcomed and guided who to turn to.

Generate different perspectives on the dataset. If it’s location
data, create a simple map with dots indicating the data (see
example below). No need to overcomplicate things! The aim
is to show what is in the data with simple visualizations. It
will turn the dataset into something tangible, instead of the
substance hidden in rows and columns.

From the two data sources, we developed a data booklet for
a hackathon with 3 main blocks. One block was a tutorial to
access healthcare open data from a public online dashboard.
At first look this dashboard was very complicated, so we
developed a tutorial with tips and tricks to ease the learning
curve.
The next two blocks were based on the dataset from the
local municipality. In one block, we made 10 simple maps
that illustrated certain variables from the dataset. In the last
block, we made some numerical analysis of the same dataset,
comparing the data from one neighborhood to the whole city.

It is also often problematic to collaborate such an effort,
bringing together data experts, designers and facilitators
together. In creating our data booklet example, we collaborated
in a presentation on a Google Docs. The template was super
simple, and the different contributors worked on it as working
on slides - concise in content and communicate primarily
visually instead of a lot of words.
Alternatively, you can experiment with a wiki or a
collaborative document too. In this way, the initial curation
can be extended by the participants: how people learn more
and more about the specific domains, they find better and
better resources – would be a pity to loose them and not share.
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BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-01

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-02

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-03

NUMBERS

CATEGORIES

Numerical data consists of numbers,
which can describe money, measurements, age and so forth.

Categories can come in various ways, describing something that could be selected
from a list.

You can use statistics or charts to describe a large set of numbers.

You can use color coding or icons to indicate categories.

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

Numbers in tabular format are often a
spreadsheet (e.g., Excel) with values.

Categories are typically limited in
amount, such as “countries”, “genres”,
etc.

Extreme values are interesting as they
indicate outliers in the dataset, that are
different than the average.

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-04

TEXT

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

GEOLOCATION

DB-05
(lat/lng)

IDENTIFY
Identifying interesting datapoints.
You can look for outliers, or a datapoint
that matches a specific question.

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-06

CLASSIFICATION

If you look at text as data, you can count
the occurances of certain words or word
constructs (such as frequency of two or
three words following each other).

Geolocation as a data defines a position
in the physical space.
You can mark the datapoints as dots on
a map.

Based on a criteria, categorize the datapoint. Classification is like putting the
datapoints into different buckets.
During classification, you mark the data
as categories.

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

Text as a data can lead to frequency of
word usage or looking at which follow
each other most frequently.

Any physical location in the world can
be defined with a GPS coordinate.

Cars can be classified based on the
type of fuel (petrol, diesel, electric) they
use.

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-07

“UNIQUE VALUES”

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-08

TIMESTAMPS

BASIC DATA TYPES

→

DB-09

COMPARE

In data terms, a unique value is someone’s name or similar.

In data terms, a timestamp is a datapoint
with a specific moment in time.

Unique datapoints often have a relation
with each other; relational maps could
form a network graph or be put into a
hierarchy.

Timestamps can be put on a timeline to
indicate a sequence of events.

Comparing one data to another helps to
comprehend something in context.
For example, visualize data to see the
difference between sizes of elements,
such as bar charts or bubbles.

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE:

Names (of person or a company) or
phone numbers, email addresses are
unique data values.

A specific second on a specific date.

Comparing two topics can help to understand the significance of change.

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-01

TEXT ANALYSIS

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-02

NETWORK ANALYSIS

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-03

COMPARISON

Basic text analysis can reveal common
words and phrases.

Networks can be formed when unique
things (like people, companies) are
connected to each other.

Comparing two datasets and focusing
on the parts that are unique in each, and
shared in both.

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

Longer texts,
typically sentences. (paragraphs,
lyrics, etc.)

Word cloud, word
count, bi-grams,
tri-grams

Unique values,
such as persons,
companies, ...

Graphs, network
centrality measures

At least two longer texts

Shared words,
unique words of
each input

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-04

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-05

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-06

CORRELATION

MAP VISUALIZATION

GRAPH VISUALIZATION

Plotting dots on a map. Dots can differ
in size/shape based on another data.

Relations between numerical data can be
easily shown with common graphs, like
bar charts.

How two variables relate to each other?

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

Geolocation, additional data (e.g.
number, category, text, unique
values)

Map visualization

Numbers

Charts visualization

Multiple numbers

Level of relation

DATA TECHNIQUES

→

DT-07

BASIC STATS
Mean, average, minimum, maxium, total, median, deviation: all basic descriptors of numerical data.

INPUT:

OUTPUT:

Big bunch of numbers

Numbers

HACKATHON
PROCESS
GUIDE
Using the hackathon process tools

THE
HACKATHON
PROCESS

NEED
DEFINITION

BRAINSTORMING

Materials: Need definition worksheet (1 page)
Time: 30-90 mins

Materials: Brainstorming worksheets (3 pages)
Time: 60-120 mins

The hackathon is an intense environment, where a team works
from a need towards an innovative solution, while having
tons of fun! This guide covers the basic process of a NOODLflavored hackathon, which is based on principles designers use.

→ Okay, let‘s see: What really needs to

→ Hey, these ideas are great! What

If this is your first hackathon experience, you might follow the
guide carefully. If you have experience already, you probably
feel how to adapt everything to your taste.
Rules:
Make things tangible! Use post-its to scribble down thoughts,
force yourself to make things explicit. It is easier to remember,
and easier to align with your team members.
The worksheets of the hackathon process are there to write,
accommodate! These are not bureacratic forms to fill, but
guides for your thinking. When you have a better idea, just
stick a new post-it, iterate!

be solved?

First things first, it is essential to define what is the problem
that you are targeting. The Need definition canvas helps in
that.
There are three main areas that needs to be decided and made
explicit: the challenge, the user need and the data opportunity
that are the starting point of the next steps.
After concluding on these three areas, a question can be developed which will fuel the next steps of the process.

PROTOTYPE
PLANNING

Materials: Scenario worksheets (3 pages)
Time: 90-240 mins

Materials: Prototype planning worksheets (2 pages)
Time: 90-120 mins

→ Yes! Now we can define how

→ Alright, let’s see: what is the next

our solution to others in a simple,
engaging way!

Things are getting more-and-more concrete, exciting! It is time
to think about how to bring the solution idea out to the target
group and get the first round of feedback – these are necessary
steps to ensure the solution answers real needs.

At the end of the hackathon, you will present what you
worked on. The audience might be only your fellow teams,
but oftentimes it is the stakeholders of your solution, experts
or investors. The Pitching worksheet guides you through the
process to develop a compelling pitch about the solution.

Having an idea is nice, but it is even more important to start
thinking about the details; how will it actually be realized!
Using the Scenario worksheets, there are three steps to go
through:
1) Further defining the challenge, user need, opportunity that
is being addressed
2) Walk-through the ideal future scenario how the solution
would solve the challenge
3) Defining the details of the solution.
The three sheets take these points one-by-one.

step in testing our solution?

Using the second prototype planning sheet, additional aspects
are considered, such as finances, risks or promotion.
While working through the two worksheets, the next steps
are laid down, making a first plan what will happen after
the hackathon (this always changes, but you need to start
somewhere).

→ Alright guys, this idea has great
potential! Let’s work on that!

A question can be answered in unlimited number of ways, and
multiple options should be considered before settling on one
idea.
Using the brainstorming worksheets, based on the question
characterized in the Need definition process, a brainstorming
session is set up. The goal is to generate a lot of ideas to answer the imposed question (no critique yet!).
From a lot of ideas, it is easier to choose the best ones. The
idea selection part of the Brainstorming sheet helps in that.

SCENARIO
DESIGN

someone might actually benefit from
our solution!

else can we think of?

PITCHING
Materials: Pitching worksheet (1 pages)
Time: 30-60 mins

→ Cool! Now we’re ready to present

During the pitch, time is short, and it should not be about
squeezing in everything that you have to say. The pitching
tool takes you through the aspects that will highlight the most
important bits that can form the main pillars of your story.
Do practice it and show visuals if you can! Tell your story
with your prototype – even if it is only a sketch now, it helps to
convey your message!

THIS BOOKLET IS PART OF
THE CITIZEN DATA TOOLKIT.

NEED DEFINITION
01 →

1→
2→

START HERE

02 →

FINISH HERE

THE DATA
INNOVATION QUESTION:

Describe the challenge, user need and data opportunity
that is your starting point for innovation with data. Start
in the circle that fits your project best and then move to
the next circle.
Finish by phrasing your data innovation question and
write it in the box to the right. The data innovation question will be helpful as a starting point for generating
ideas that meet the unmet user need, challenge and data
opportunity.

SHEET 1/1

Phrase the challenge/ user need/ data opportunity as a data innovation
question, thereby specifying the need for innovation and encouraging
ideas for new solutions.

USER NEED:

Examples of how to begin the question:

Describe the user need in short:

→
→
→
→

Who is the primary user(s) you will design
for? (citizen, public sector organisation,
private sector company, NGO, others)

How can we develop…
How can we make it possible to…
How might we…
How might we use open data to…

Who is the secondary user(s)?
What characterises the typical user? (name,
gender, age, nationality)
What is the user(s)’s unmet need?
(problem, challenge, barrier or theme)

CHALLENGE:
Describe the challenge in short:
What is the challenge you want to solve?
(concrete/abstract, small scale/big picture,
praxis/vision, local/global, etc.) (problem,
challenge, barrier or theme)

?

DATA
OPPORTUNITY:
Describe the data opportunity in short:
What data opportunity do you want to
explore? and why?
Which specific data is it interesting to
explore?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

BRAINSTORMING
1 → THE INNOVATION STARTING
POINT

Describe in short the challenge / unmet user need / data opportunity
you will explore in this project.

3 → IDEA GENERATION

Open up the space how the data innovation question could be solved,
using the brainstorm sheet.
Use the separate sheet for this step.

SHEET 1/3
6 →IDEA TITLE

Write down a title that best describes the idea you have chosen.

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

4 →IDEA SELECTION

Using the idea prioritization sheet, analyze the ideas and choose the
most promising one(s).
Use the separate sheet for this step.

2 → THE DATA INNOVATION
QUESTION

Write down the data innovation question from your Need Definition
worksheet. Good questions start like: “How can we develop…”, “How
can we make it possible to…”, “How might we…”, “How might we use
open data to…”.
The question will set direction for generating ideas for new solutions
(step 3).

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

5 → SELECT ONE IDEA

After completing a brainstorm and a prioritizing exercise, choose one
idea that can be developed into a prototype.
Place it in the space below.

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

7 → IDEA DESCRIPTION
Describe the idea briefly on a post-it.

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

BRAINSTORMING
3 → IDEA GENERATION

Use the data innovation question (from step 2) to set the direction for
generating many ideas. Individually jot down five ideas of solutions
that come to mind. Use post-its so that you can re-organize the ideas
later on.
Present one idea each at a time and group them if they are similar. Use
this sheet as a canvas or a larger canvas in A2.

SHEET 2/3

BRAINSTORMING
4

→IDEA SELECTION

SHEET 3/3

CHALLENGING

Place the ideas into the matrix below in relation to how easy or
challenging they are to implement, and to what extent they solve a data
problem. Use this as a canvas or a flip-over in the size A2.
Use this mapping to make a qualified decision as to choosing the idea
to develop further (step 5).

NOT DATA

DATA

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

EASY

SCENARIO
01 →

1→

CHALLENGE

What is the challenge, the unmet user
need or data opportunity that you are
addressing?

In the three parts of the scenario there are supporting questions for
inspiration of what to describe and illustrate.
→ Attempt to make the scenario as visual as possible.
→ Feel free to use different media to illustrate your thoughts on the future

scenario, e.g. drawing on flip chart paper or making a digital presentation.
→ You are welcome to use more than one sheet of paper for each part of the

scenario, but aim to keep the scenario simple and to the point.

→ The scenario is an early attempt to pitch your idea by describing how it

will work.

02 →

2→

SHEET 1/3
03 →

IDEAL SCENARIO

Walk us through the ideal future scenario
where your proposed solution addresses
the challenge.

3→

HOW TO GET THERE

How does your idea addresses the
challenge? What resources are required?

SCENARIO
01 →

1→

What is the challenge, the unmet user
need or data opportunity that you are
addressing?

In the three parts of the scenario there are supporting questions for
inspiration of what to describe and illustrate.
→ Attempt to make the scenario as visual as possible.
→ Feel free to use different media to illustrate your thoughts on the future

scenario, e.g. drawing on flip chart paper or making a digital presentation.
→ You are welcome to use more than one sheet of paper for each part of the

scenario, but aim to keep the scenario simple and to the point.

→ The scenario is an early attempt to pitch your idea by describing how it

will work.

02 →

CHALLENGE

2→

SHEET 2/3

IDEAL SCENARIO

Walk us through the ideal future scenario
where your proposed solution addresses
the challenge.

03 →

3→

HOW TO GET THERE

How does your idea addresses the
challenge? What resources are required?

SCENARIO
01 →

1→

What is the challenge, the unmet user
need or data opportunity that you are
addressing?

In the three parts of the scenario there are supporting questions for
inspiration of what to describe and illustrate.
→ Attempt to make the scenario as visual as possible.
→ Feel free to use different media to illustrate your thoughts on the future

scenario, e.g. drawing on flip chart paper or making a digital presentation.
→ You are welcome to use more than one sheet of paper for each part of the

scenario, but aim to keep the scenario simple and to the point.

→ The scenario is an early attempt to pitch your idea by describing how it

will work.

02 →

CHALLENGE

2→

SHEET 3/3
03 →

IDEAL SCENARIO

Walk us through the ideal future scenario
where your proposed solution addresses
the challenge.

3→

HOW TO GET THERE

How does your idea addresses the
challenge? What resources are required?

PROTOTYPE PLANNING
PROTOTYPE TESTING PLAN

THE PROTOTYPE
→ What data solution are you testing? (describe below what you will focus on

testing)
→ Have you developed the functionally for the whole solution or only for parts
of it?
→ Is it possible to fake some of the lacking functionality so the test users can
experience the data solution as close to the end product as possible? (FYI: This
is called ‘Wizard of Oz Prototyping’)

SHEET 1/2

By testing your prototype you will gain feedback on the experience and value that your solution provides, as well as potentials for improvement.
Fill out the boxes below to create a plan for prototype testing your data solution.

PROTOTYPE TEST
How will you test your solution?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

TARGET GROUP

Who should test your prototype and provide the feedback you need
to improve your solution?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

DESCRIBE YOUR
PROTOTYPE HERE

ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS
What activities should take place as part of the test, and what
materials are needed?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

TIME SCHEDULE
When will you prepare for the test?
When will you perform the test?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

PROTOTYPE PLANNING
TAKING THE DATA SOLUTION TO MARKET

THE NEXT STEPS

What are the next steps you will take to get the data solution ready to market?

SHEET 2/2

By creating a plan outlining your next steps in the development process you are one step closer to making your data solution ready for the market,
because you have considered the important aspects listed below.

FINANCES

What does your solution cost?
Will there be revenues? Can you secure funding?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

MANAGEMENT AND PARTNERS
Who is taking the lead on which steps and areas?
What are the potential collaborators?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

LIST YOUR NEXT
STEPS HERE

RISKS

What are the main challenges?
What might go wrong? And how will you solve it?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

PROMOTION

How can you make people aware of your data solution?
What are the points of contact?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

PITCHING
CREATE AN ELEVATOR PITCH DESCRIBING YOUR DATA SOLUTION

Answer the questions below. Think about who you will be pitching to e.g. possible investors,
users or both. Make the pitch as compelling as possible. The order in which you present the
answers to the questions is optional, as long as you give the most inspiring pitch.

1 → WHAT IS THE PROBLEM YOU
ARE SOLVING?

PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

SHEET 1/1
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Add any additional points to the pitch here e.g. Why is it important
to address this issue? What role does data play in the solution? Or a
catchy opening/icebreaker.

3→

HOW IS YOUR DATA SOLUTION
UNIQUE?
PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

PUT YOUR
POST-ITS HERE!

2 → WHAT IS THE DATA SOLUTION?
PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

4 → WHAT IS THE VALUE FOR THE

USER OF THE DATA SOLUTION?
PUT YOUR
POST-IT HERE!

